
Orasi Consulting and  
Implementation Services:
Dynatrace Monitoring  
Made Simple

Accelerate Implementation | Drive Adoption
The growing complexities of observability can make it challenging to reap 
the full value of Application Performance Monitoring tools needed to meet 
evolving business demands. Even the most automated solutions require 
deployment, configuration, and implementation. The experience can be daunting 
for any organization looking to deploy a sophisticated APM tool.

Empower your business to confidently leverage Dynatrace’s unrivaled APM 
solution for monitoring of clouds, containers, and microservices with the help of 
Orasi’s experienced and certified consultants. With Dynatrace, powered by Orasi, 
you’ll accelerate implementation, drive adoption, and speed your time-to-value – 
maximizing your investment in enterprise monitoring.

Orasi’s highly trained, certified consultants can:
• Guide you through a complimentary trial of Dynatrace, showcasing the full  
 value of the software.

• Install and configure Dynatrace to meet individual application needs, ensuring  
 peak operating performance.

• Embed themselves in your team, helping train, mentor, and drive adoption of  
 Dynatrace’s APM solutions.

Health Check:

A certified Orasi resource 
will review extracted data 
and provide a summary of 
their findings and make 
recommendations to help 
you become more strategic 
with the deployment and 
utilization of Dynatrace.

Orasi consultants are Associate 
or Professional Dynatrace 
certified and are endorsed by 
Dynatrace ACE services. 

www.orasi.com 
678.819.5300

SOLUTIONS

dynatrace 

http://www.orasi.com


The Orasi Difference
Orasi is a DevSecOps innovator enabling the acceleration, delivery, and adoption  
of software applications and cloud infrastructure through automation. Orasi’s services 
and solutions offer full lifecycle support and integration to ensure quality, security, and 
scalability of transformative applications.

To discuss Dynatrace and how it would benefit  
your unique environment, call us at 678.819.5300 www.orasi.com

• Provide deep experience to help maximize utilization of APM tools, ensuring you get the most of your investment.

• Monitor applications, holding scrum calls and providing status reports with valuable insights and best practices for  
 maximum effectiveness.

• Work with other groups within your organization to resolve issues impacting application efficiency.

Orasi for Dynatrace
• Flexible Options: Orasi’s flexible services model with blended rates and engagements customizable to meet your needs  
 gives you budget-friendly options for services, with no upfront payments required.

• Managed Hosting: For enterprises that do not want to manage Dynatrace or SaaS, we offer a hosting solution.

• Launch Services: Orasi works with you to install and configure Dynatrace to meet your needs, helping train team members  
 and driving adoption of tools.

• Health Check: A certified Orasi consultant assesses the overall health of your Dynatrace deployment and provides  
 recommendations to maximize your investment.

• Complimentary Support Options: For customers struggling to get value from APM, we offer free resources (for a limited  
 time) to help your team get the most of Dynatrace’s tools.

• Augmented Staffing Capabilities: Our hands-on expertise goes beyond traditional customer support with the option of an  
 embedded staff resource to act as an extension of your own team.

http://www.orasi.com

